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Good (morning, afternoon, evening) and thank you for your time. I’m (name and title) with WisdomTree and I’ll be walking you through a bit about WisdomTree, our smart beta Exchange Traded Funds and how they can help build strong portfolios.
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First, who is WisdomTree?WisdomTree is a leading ETF provider and a pioneer in smart beta. We launched our first Indexes on June 1, 2006, and the first funds that tracked them on June 16, 2006. These dividend-weighted strategies were the first smart beta strategies. As of December, 2016, WisdomTree has more than $44.9 billion in assets under management and sponsors 95 distinct ETFs around the world. WisdomTree is headquartered in New York City.
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So, how does dividend weighting equate to smart beta? Well, consider that beta investments like typical passive ETFs are designed to mirror indexes that represent the market, so they are trying to BE the market. Alpha investments are often actively managed mutual funds that have a manager either selecting a portfolio by hand or deciding which securities and industries to be overweight and underweight relative to the market. These managers are trying to BEAT the market.The WisdomTree Dividend Indexes aka Smart beta lies in between—using rules-based, quantitative processes (like beta), but trying to BEAT the market, rather than be it (like alpha, but without the emotion and human judgment).
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The majority of ETFs are market cap-weighted. What this means is that they give weight to stocks based on their market capitalizations—which is based on their price. This means they give more weight to companies selling at higher prices than those offering stronger fundamentals. So, in essence these indexes overweight overvalued stocks and underweight undervalued stocks. Why do they do this? Because they follow the Efficient Market Hypothesis. In plain English, the Efficient Markets Hypothesis claims that the market price of any security reflects the most accurate possible estimate of the firm’s fundamental value. This hypothesis does not allow for bubbles or periods of time where stocks may be bid up in price due to excitement or euphoria—or where they may sell low because of a rumor. It also implies that the only reasons people buy and sell shares of any firm is because of valuation.
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Why dividends?Dividends and dividend stocks:Have historically outpaced inflation*Can provide support during down marketsOffer the potential not only for income, but for an income stream that can growCan provide capital appreciation potentialCan be a smart investment regardless of market direction.And weighting by the Dividend Stream® can magnify the effect dividends have on performance.**
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Since 1926, reinvestment of dividends has been responsible for more than 96% of the stock market’s return, helping a $10,000 investment grow to about $53.3 million—more than $51 million over the stock returns alone.
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Small-, mid- and large-cap companies all over the world offer dividends—providing global opportunities for income. In fact, the global Dividend Stream is nearly $1.3 trillion. And since different countries react differently to certain economic and market events, going global could mean growth and income potential regardless of market conditions. 
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In this chart, noted economist and WisdomTree advisor Professor Jeremy Siegel divides the S&P 500 into five groups, or quintiles, each representing 20% of the dividend payers within the index. The quintiles are then ranked from those paying the highest dividends to those paying the lowest. Looking at the growth of $1,000 from December 31, 1957, to December 31, 2017, the power of dividends becomes clear. Not only did the stocks with the highest dividend yields more than triple the growth of the S&P 500 over that time, they outperformed the stocks with the low and lowest dividend yields by nearly 494% and 453%, respectively.This is why we believe in weighting by dividends.
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This simple example illustrates how dividend weighting works. Using the same three stocks and the same initial investment, one portfolio is weighted by market cap, while the other is weighted by dividend stream.  The dividend weighted portfolio generates approximately 30% more dividend income than the market cap portfolio—and can make not only a difference in income, but in total return.
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Dividend weighting can also increase the dividend yield of a region or market relative to market cap weighted strategies. As you can see, in each of these markets, the dividend weighted WisdomTree Index has a higher dividend yield. That may provide more income and better performance potential.
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Let’s take a quick look at what dividend weighting looks like in action. This slide shows how we select and weight the constituents for the WisdomTree Dividend Index.   All US-listed companies that pay a regular cash dividend and that meet WisdomTree’s liquidity, market capitalization and other selection requirements are included in the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index. Looking at Exxon Mobil Corp, for example, the 2017 Indicated Dividend per Share was $3.08 and there were 4.24 billion shares outstanding. Multiplying these two numbers together, one gets a total of $13.05 billion. This is Exxon Mobil Corp’s cash dividend stream. If we do this for every constituent of the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index, with numbers taken as these are from the 11/30/2017 Index Screening, we’d get a total dividend stream for the Index of $481.15 billion. Since Exxon Mobil Corp’s $13.05 billion is approximately 2.7% of this total, Exxon Mobil’s weight in the Index is 2.7%. Each firm is weighted based on its proportionate contribution in this manner. 
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So before we move on to the performance, let’s take a moment to review the difference between market cap weighting and Dividend weighting.Market cap weighted indexes give weight to companies based on price and capitalization. This makes tem vulnerable to overweighting overvalued stocks and underweighting undervalued stocks. It can cause investors to pay too much for growth and goes against the age old philosophy of buy low and sell high.Dividend weighted indexes use rules based processes and proprietary weighting methodologies. They weight by dividend rather than market price and rebalance back to a measure of relative value—this is critically important. In market cap weighting, the more expensive a stock gets and the bigger a company gets, the bigger a piece of the index they are…at WisdomTree, we rebalance based on whether or not the dividend has grown compared to the stock price.
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Dividend weighted ETFs, like those from WisdomTree, can play many roles in portfolios. They can be used strategically in the core of a portfolio to generate potential excess returns, as well as maximize dividend income. This is of course while still maintaining broad exposure to equity asset classes. We believe that Smart Beta ETFs can complement or replace core Beta positions—in other words, positions in ETFs that track traditional market capitalization-weighted indexes after costs, fees and expenses. Smart Beta ETFs can also replace active managers. They can be used for income, growth and more. And, we believe that Smart Beta ETFs can also have the potential to be used tactically, in order to capitalization on an investment theme, to reduce volatility, or to hedge the impact of currency on international equity exposures. 
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When evaluating smart beta approaches, we believe that that following points are important: A rules-based, representative exposure. This means that stock selection and weighting is governed by a pre-determined set of rules, and that the resulting exposure captures the same asset class that someone would be looking for based on their preferences and risk tolerance.Ample investment capacity. This means that the resulting basket of stocks is not too narrowly focused and that it doesn’t place very large weights in firms with very small market capitalization. High correlations to established benchmarks. Even with the rise of smart beta, we definitely do not think that market capitalization-weighting will disappear. It is important that these indexes provide a similar experience, meaning that if a smart beta approach is meant to capture the general performance experience or theme of U.S. Small Caps, its returns are not completely out of alignment with those of the Russell 2000 Index.Rebalancing back to measures of relative value. This means that the approach is sensitive to valuation and designed such that it mitigates the risk of holding overvalued stocks. A proven track record. It is important to stress the live performance track record of these strategies to really have an indication as to how they have done in real time as different events have transpired within the markets. 
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Now, we’ve talked a lot about why you want dividends, let’s discuss WisdomTree’s process of weighting by dividend and what that means. As I mentioned previously, weighting by dividend stream can magnify the effect dividends have on performance. Let’s see how.
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